
Research Note 

DEFINITE RECORDS OF MARPESIA CHIRON (FABRICIUS\ AND A NEW RECORD 
OF EUPTOIETA CLAUDIA CRAMER (LEPIDOPTERA:NYMPHALIDAE) FROM 

PUERTO RICO' 

Marpesia chiron (Fabricius) has been reported from Cuba, Jamaica, 
and Hispaniola by Comstock. 2 It has been reported from Puerto Rico by 
Dewitz 3 and Stahl 4 as belonging to the genus Timetes; by Moschler5 and 
Gundlach6

· as a Mega/aura, and by Wolcott"· by citing all these earlier 
authors. Referring to this species, Comstock said; "There is no definite 
record of its capture in Porto Rico but, as it is known from Cuba, 
Jamaica, and Hispaniola, it might appear in Porto Rico." 

The author has examined a male specimen of M. chiron at the 
collection of the Puerto Rico Agricultural Experiment Station, captured 
in Cambalache Forest, Arecibo, Puerto Rico, on December 1, 1972, by 
Dr. Luis F. Martorell and Mr. Silverio Medina Gaud. He has in his 
collection a male captured in Banos de Coamo (Coamo Springs) on 
November 16-17, 1974, by Mr. Manuel Torrech . 

Both specimens fit very well the description of this species given by 
Comstock of specimens from Hispaniola. Brown and Heineman 6 said: 
"Since there are numerous records of eastward migration of the species 
from Central America, it seems quite possible that the Antillean strain is 
constantly refreshed from the mainland and that the species has not 
maintained the isolation on the islands necessary for the formation of 
indigenous subspecies". Therefore, the author has doubt whatsoever that 
both butterflies are indeed Marpesia chiron (Fabr.). 

'Manuscript submitted to the Editorial Board September 23, 1975. 
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Of M. chiron in Jamaica, Brown and Heineman state: "It would be no 
surprise to us to learn that all found there (Jamaica) are wanderers from 
the mainland or Hispaniola. A breeding colony should be sought by 
resident col lectors." 

This is probably not the case of M. chiron in Puerto Rico, as 
substantiated by the following observations: 

a) Both specimens are nearly perfect specimens and not broken as 
migrants usually are . 

b) Both Ficus laeuigata Yah!, (now F. citrifolia Mills.), reported by F. 
M. Jones (Comstock op. cit .) and Chlorophora tinctoria (L.) Gaud., re
ported by Moschler5 and Bates9 as food plants in Puerto Rico and Cuba, 
respectively, are found in Cambalache Forest (Little and Wadsworth 10 

and Little et a!. 1 1
). F. laeuigata is mentioned by Little and Wadsworth 

as the most common of the Ficus in Puerto Rico and is widely dist ributed 
in the Island. Artocarpus integrifolia (now A . heterophyllus Lam.) given 
by d'Almeida 12 as a food plant of continental M. chiron is rare in Puerto 
Rico. 

c) The spec imen captured at Banos de Coamo was not t he only one 
observed t here. It was estimated that from s ix to eight M. chiron were 
flying in the area at the t ime. 

Both locat ions were visited recently by the author but no captures or 
sighting records were made . T his, and the fact that one of the captures 
was abou t the middle of November and the other about the beginning of 
December, seems to indicate t ha t M. chiron is s ingle-brooded in the 
Island. T his might explain why it took so long to capture this butterfly 
after it was originally reported . 

E uptoieta claudia claudia Cramer 1775 
Cramer described Euptoieta claudia claudia from Jamaica. It was not 

collected there for almost 150 years until Dr. Andre Avinoff collected it in 
Clarendon parish on Bull Head (Brown and Heineman op . cit. ). In 1943 
it was reported by de Ia Torre 13 from Cuba; it has not been reported from 
Hispaniola, but the butterfly fa"una of t his island has not been thoroughly 
studied . It probably occurs there but has not been collected probably for 
the same reason that it was so long being collected aga in in Jamaica . 
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Nine specimens (seven males, two females) were collected by Mr. 
Hector Quintero, Mr. Jose Figueroa, and the author in Barrio Tiburones, 
Quebradillas on November 9-10, 1974. These butterflies were captured in 
a sunny grassland where they were flying together with Euptoieta hegesia 
watsoni Comstock. 

T his butterfly probably has been overlooked in Puerto Rico for the 
same reason offered by Brown and Heineman for Jamaica: "It seems to 
us that E. claudia in a situat ion comparable to E . nise, may simply have 
been overlooked . At low elevat ions, where a person first collects in 
Jamaica, Euptoieta hegesia is rather common . The average collector 
soon becomes surfeited and no longer bothers to collect that pecies. 
Thus when the collector comes upon one of t he very local colonies of E. 
claudia, he passes it by. Only the experienced and unhurried collector 
may sample t he colony and discover t hat it is composed of another, E. 
claudia." 

Brown and Heineman suggest that this insect might be single-brooded 
in Jamaica, for all the captures have been made in late J uly and early 
August. T h is also might be the case in Puerto Rico, since the locality of 
Barrio T iburones is one visited frequently by the author and so far no 
more captures have been made. 
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